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Iron River, Wisconsin – Absolut Manufacturing (A Bretting Company) entered the Absolut WiNDR in the Coolest Thing Made in Wisconsin contest. After the first round of voting, the WiNDR placed in the Top 16 as the number four seed and will continue to compete in a tournament-style bracket!!

The Absolut WiNDR makes disinfecting wipes – a necessity during the COVID pandemic. Absolut Manufacturing as well as their parent company, C. G. Bretting Manufacturing Co., Inc., design and manufacture converting and packaging equipment for the global marketplace.
To help the Absolut WiNDR win the title of Coolest Thing Made in Wisconsin, go to
https://www.madeinwis.com/2021-round-of-16-4-vs-13/?contest=photo-detail&photo_id=951
September 23 through 28, to vote. Voting is open to the public and each person can cast one vote per
day, PER DEVICE, while voting is open. So vote, vote, vote for the Absolut WiNDR!
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